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NEW
TOOLING!
1:76 FORD 

WOT1 CRASH
TENDER

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 225

Ford WOT1 Crash Tender - RAF Camouflage 
(Mickey Mouse). 
New tooling in the 1:76 scale military series brings an

unusual fire crash tender from WWII as used by the RAF,

which will appeal to both fire emergency enthusiasts as

well as military collectors. 

The Fordson WOT1 (War Office Type 1) major foam

tender was manufactured at the Ford Dagenham plant

from 1940, replacing any production of Ford’s civilian

range of cars and tractors.  The WOT1 was introduced as

a general purpose chassis and during the War it carried

searchlights, barrage balloons and froth fire extinguishers.

The WOT1 formed the mainstay of the Royal Air Forces

fire-fighting equipment at fighter and bomber bases during

World War II and the early post war years.  It carried 300

gallons of water and 65 gallons of foam.  It would have

carried four crew members.

The newly tooled Oxford model represents a unit that

served in Europe with the advancing armed forces after

D-day and provided fire cover in Germany during the

Berlin Airlift.  Our WOTTY is decorated in a beige and

brown camouflage scheme and is registered 10 81 40.

The tender carries the bowser and comes with hoses 

and tools all ready for action.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWFord WOT1 Crash Tender - 
RAF Camouflage (Mickey Mouse) 
                                             SCALE      PRICE
76WOT001             1:76 £14.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Mercedes Ambulance - East Midlands
Ambulance Service
Oxford’s emergency fleet of ambulances widens its

geographical spread once more with the modern

livery of the East Midlands Ambulance Service.

Its highly visual colour scheme of lime yellow

with contrasting green ‘Battenberg’ effect

along the skirt is the background for all

the official graphics associated with the

Service.  Registered FJ57 FRZ from

2007, additional details include

the tinted black windows on

the sides and rear, an orange

and white rear roof lightbar

and a orange and silver lightbar

above the cab.

Ford Transit Mk5, SWB Low Roof - AA
The new and very modern Ford Transit

Mk 5 is presented here in 1:76 scale 

in short wheelbase, low roof mode.  

The ultra-modern and high viz AA 

livery in their signature yellow and 

black colour scheme is full of detail.

Registered LD11 XGK, the orange

rear doors promote the AA’s many

additional services printed in black.

Additional graphics including their

Freephone 0800 telephone number and

slogan ‘For The Road Ahead’ feature on

the cabin doors.  A final detail sees the

customary orange roof lightbar placed

towards the rear. 

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWMercedes Ambulance - East
Midlands Ambulance Service
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76MA006         1:76  £9.95

Bedford CA Ice Cream
Van - Hockings
                            SCALE      PRICE
76CA030     1:76  £6.25

Land Rover Discovery 3 -
Metropolitan Police
                            SCALE      PRICE
76LRD007   1:76  £5.75

NEWFord Transit Mk5, SWB
Low Roof - AA
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FT033     1:76  £5.75
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1:76 SCALE
Land Rover Series II SWB Hard Back - Civil Defence
Taking on a civilian cum military role is Oxford’s new

release on the 1:76 scale Land Rover Series II short

wheelbase variation with hard back. It has appeared

previously in 1:43 scale in exactly the same Civil

Defence light bronze green livery and with the same

registration plate VGN 364.  The colourful Civil Defence

Corps crest is printed on both doors with the Civil

Defence Reconnaissance

lettering along the sides.

Citroen 2CV - Coca Cola
The legendary Citroen 2CV, which was manufactured

over 42 years until 1990, continues to be a highly popular

model in the Oxford series.  Its appeal is now widened to

Coca Cola enthusiasts with its new corporate paint

scheme, red with white front and rear mudguards and a

black roof.  Registered CC 1975, which corresponds with

its middle years of production, our delightful little 2CV

comes with a grey interior and white Coca Cola script

printed on the front doors.NEWCitroen 2CV - Coca Cola
                              SCALE       PRICE
76CT007CC  1:76   £5.45

NEWLand Rover Series II SWB
Hard Back - Civil Defence
                                SCALE     PRICE
76LR2S005    1:76  £5.75

NEWCommer Commando - 
Coca Cola
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76COM008CC   1:76  £16.45

Commer Commando - Coca Cola
We’ve used the Commer Commando to date to replicate

mostly the well-known shuttle services associated with

airline companies, so this bright alternative is a bubbling

red and white Coca Cola themed addition to the series.

Its advertising slogans Drink Coca Cola in Bottles - Travel

Refreshed appear on the main body of the bus whilst the

cab doors and the rear of the vehicle assure us that Coke

refreshes you best. Registered CC 1947 and with a

contrasting grey interior, the Commer Commando

represents an extensively used passenger shuttle

transport vehicle of the post war period.
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1:76 SCALE

NEWAustin 1300 - Teal Blue
                           SCALE      PRICE
76AUS005  1:76   £5.45

Austin 1300 - Teal Blue
An economy car produced by BMC between

1962 and 1974, the Austin 1300 was the UK’s

best selling car of the period.  Here it makes

its latest appearance in a rich blue with black

roof, registered DMA 174K from 1971-72.

The sporty red and silver GT badge is printed on

the side of the radiator, on the rear window pillar

and as the Austin 1300 GT marque to the side of

the rear number plate.  External trim is finished in

chrome, including the distinctive wheel centres. 

Mini 1275GT - Glacier White
The ever-popular Mini, first introduced in 1959 has remained

a favourite with cult motorists for nearly 60 years.  

The 1275GT version went that extra mile in appealing

to the sporty sector and this one, registered HVV

491N from 1974/75, painted a sparkling white with

masses of silver trim and a black interior must have

proved the ultimate in street-cred and definitely worthy

of even more wash, rub and polish on a weekend morning!

Black stripes along the sides incorporating the Mini 1275 GT

status complete the picture.  

Vauxhall Wyvern E Series - Regency Cream
Vauxhall produced the Wyvern as a family

car at their Luton plant in the 1950s.  

The Oxford model is based on the

E series four-door version which

entered production in 1952.  

For its latest 1:76 scale entrance,

our Wyvern is registered NLX 578

and presented here in a rich cream.

Note the addition of a sun visor above the

windscreen, also in cream.  The interior is a 

tan shade with matching steering wheel.

Exterior chrome finish on the bodywork

includes the distinctive radiator grille, 

bumpers and bonnet side flashes.

NEWVauxhall Wyvern E
Series - Regency Cream
                             SCALE     PRICE
76VWY007  1:76  £5.45

Heinkel Kabine - Spartan Red
Already produced in 1:18 scale, collectors can now add the 1:76

scale replica of this German micro car.  Dating back to the mid

1950s and registered 365 HRT, it comes in Spartan Red with a

black roof and lots of contrasting silver trim.  The interior has

dark grey and tartan seating, black floor and cream gear knob

and steering wheel.  

The original Heinkel Kabine, designed by the famous German

aircraft manufacturers, was made with a steel unit body and the

interior was accessed by an opening front.  Unlike some of its

competitors, it had a four speed gear box plus a reverse gear.  

Its top speed was 56mph which, given its design and with the

sunroof open, was probably a bit hairy! 

NEWMini 1275GT - Glacier White
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76MINGT005   1:76   £5.45

NEWHeinkel Kabine - 
Spartan Red
                        SCALE     PRICE
76HE002  1:76 £5.45
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Triumph 2500 TC - British Racing Green
The Triumph 2500 TC was one of the Company’s 

Mk 2 series designed by Triumph’s in-house

designer Giovanni Michelotti around

1968, to update the car for the

1970s.  It was the result of

several modifications to the

original 2000 series, which had

been launched in the previous

decade as a mid-sized car with

rear wheel drive.  The new models

now had larger engines and several

minor improvements over their predecessors, 

mainly surrounding the ride and handling capabilities.  

The TC suffix indicates a higher equipment level.  

Here you see it in the classic British Racing Green colour

scheme with a gold stripe running along the sides, lots of

contrasting silver trim and a tan interior.  It is registered

RCA 617P from 1975/76 - towards the end of its

production lifetime.  

Vauxhall Cresta Friary Estate - 
Dusk Rose/Lilac Haze
Already launched in 1:43 scale, our two tone

deep pink/lilac Vauxhall Friary Estate

now joins the 1:76 scale line-

up of British vehicles from

the 1950s - 1970s in exactly

the same format as its

larger counterpart and

registered 133 ENM.  

The interior seating is moulded

in blue/pale grey and the floor is

pale grey echoing the seating colour.  In addition,

the American influence of the period is evident with

those large tail fins, lots of chrome and bright colour

schemes.  The estate version was so named because

Vauxhall commissioned conversions by Friary of

Basingstoke in Hampshire and in real life examples are

very rare today.

Jaguar E Type Roadster - Opalescent Silver Blue
(Royal Wedding)
The iconic E type Jaguar from the 1970s makes

another sleek entrance in an almost ghostly

shimmering pale blue, registered

E190518.  With black hood in ‘down’

mode, the interior is also moulded

in black while exterior silver trim

includes bumpers, windscreen wipers

and spoked wheels, all rounding off a superb

authentic colour scheme on one of Great Britain’s

greatest sports cars of all time.  This is a replica of the car

used by Prince Harry to drive his new bride Meghan

Markle from Windsor Castle to the evening celebrations at

Frogmore House.  Albeit the real car was left hand drive.

NEWJaguar E Type Roadster - Opalescent
Silver Blue (Royal Wedding)
                                                        SCALE      PRICE
76ETYP014                   1:76  £5.75

NEWTriumph 2500 TC - 
British Racing Green
                             SCALE     PRICE
76TP006      1:76  £5.45

NEWVauxhall Cresta Friary Estate -
Dusk Rose/Lilac Haze
                                           SCALE     PRICE
76CFE007             1:76 £5.45
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover ½ Ton Lightweight - Berlin Scheme
This 1:76 scale model has also been produced in exactly the

same detail in 1:43 scale.  It is painted in the urban camouflage

scheme adopted by the US Berlin Brigade during its posting to

West Berlin during the Cold War period, where it was

stationed along with the British and French forces right

up until the fall of the Soviet Union.  The brown, blue-

grey and white rectangular pattern of the body is

topped with a dark grey canvas roof, with the wheels

repeating the main blue-grey body colour.  Added

extras on this model include aerials to both the front

mudguards and a grey-blue bridge plate attached to the

radiator, which in this case is printed with the number 2.

A final detail sees it with a military number plate 57 XB 54.

Land Rover FC Signals Intercept
Complex - NATO Green
We launched the new Land Rover FC

(Forward Control) Signals military

vehicle with right hand drive and for 

the second release in almost exactly 

the same tooling and decorative detail, 

it comes in olive green drab with left

hand drive and a different military

registration plate 72 FL 29.  Deployed as

a ground based signal interceptor, 

the vehicle would be used in conjunction

with aircraft,

ships and

ground control.  

NEWLand Rover FC Signals Intercept
Complex - NATO Green
                                            SCALE      PRICE
76LRFCS002          1:76  £9.95

Land Rover ½ Ton Lightweight - RAF/Red Arrows
Red Arrows enthusiasts in particular will recall that

this model is already part of the 1:43 scale Land Rover

series.  And for the third release in 1:76 scale, you are

treated to an exact replica of its larger counterpart

featuring the RAF and their world-famous Red Arrows

Aerobatic Team.  Although the only graphics on the

vehicle read Royal Air Force, the Team’s distinctive

signature red and white colour scheme says it all.

Another giveaway is the Royal Air Force Scampton

crest on the doors, which is currently the base for the

Red Arrows team who are also full-time RAF pilots.

Registered 05 KD 08, note the addition of a tow-hook

on the rear bumper, a roof beacon on the hard top of

this model, as well as the spare wheel on the bonnet.

NEWLand Rover 1/2 Ton
Lightweight - RAF/Red Arrows
                                       SCALE     PRICE
76LRL003           1:76  £5.75

NEWLand Rover 1/2 Ton
Lightweight - Berlin Scheme
                                       SCALE     PRICE
76LRL004           1:76  £5.75
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1:76 SCALE

Duple Roadmaster - Ribble
Duple was an English bus

bodybuilder founded in Hornsey

by Herbert White, operating from

1919 right through to 1989.  Our

model of the Duple Roadmaster

hails from the 1950s and makes

its fifth appearance in the highly

popular livery of Ribble Motor

Services Limited who were based in

Preston, Lancashire.  Decorated in their signature cream

and red with gold and red lettering, the 41 seater coach

also features brown red interior seating and an ivory

floor.  It is registered EFV 150 and looking 

at the destination board, it is heading to Leeds as the J1.

Perhaps a day’s shopping is on the agenda!

Irizar i6 - Galleon Travel
Each of the Oxford

model releases of 

the ultra modern,

high spec Scania

Irizar i6 coach to 

date has featured 

an exceptional livery 

in both detail and 

colour and this 

latest introduction is 

no exception.  Galleon

Travel has been a coach operator 

since the 1950s with its roots in the east end of London.

Still family owned and with a proud heritage, it is now

based on the Essex/Hertfordshire borders from which it

is well placed on a comprehensive road network to serve

airports, the south east coast as well as London.

Decorated in a graduated colour scheme rising from a

rich brown red along the bottom to a pale grey at the

top of the coach, the side decoration comprises an iconic

London scene over the back axle with the company name

scrolled along the centre under the tinted windows.

Interior seating is moulded in dark red with contrasting

grey flooring.  The model is registered YN15 YTP.

Leyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus -
Maidstone & District
For the second release on the

Tiger Cub Saro Bus we’ve chosen

the much loved Maidstone &

District livery in green and cream.

The Leyland Tiger Cub was

introduced in 1951 and continued

in production right up until 1970.

Built as a lightweight underfloor

engine chassis, it was made as a 44

seater bus as well as some being made as

coaches and the first models were bodied by Saunders-

Roe of Anglesey, hence the name Saro.  Our model,

registered RKE 540, is based on this early Tiger Cub Saro

Bus and comes with a front end passenger door with 

‘Pay as you Enter’ instructions printed to the side of the

door.  The interior has grey flooring and mid green 

seating to match the exterior.

Carrying the slogan ‘Better to Travel by Bus or Coach

along both sides above the windows and the Maidstone &

District lettering beneath, our example is heading as the

No. 80 to Tunbridge Wells.

NEWIrizar i6 - Galleon Travel
                              SCALE       PRICE
76IR6004     1:76  £23.95

NEWDuple Roadmaster - Ribble
                              SCALE       PRICE
76DR005      1:76  £16.95

NEWLeyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus -
Maidstone & District
                                     SCALE      PRICE
76SB002           1:76 £18.75
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1:76 SCALE

Ford Cargo Box Van - Parcelforce
From its launch in 1981 right up the

present day, the Ford Cargo has been

the perfect box van for deliveries,

truck rentals, small removals and the

like, taking advantage of its solidity,

roomy storage and ease of loading

and unloading.  Here we see it as used

by Royal Mail’s Parcelforce Division,

registered J984 NVM from 1991/92,

featuring their corporate identity of the day

together with compass in blue and white dropped

shadow on the red truck body. The name, telephone

number and slogan ‘The Power to Deliver’ are all printed

across the back doors with external trim finished in 

black.  The 1:76 scale truck will not only appeal to Royal

Mail enthusiasts but would sit well in a 

00 gauge railway yard too.

Volvo FH4 (G) Nooteboom Semi Low Loader - 
Cadzow Heavy Haulage
The Volvo FH4 cab tooling catered for the G and GXL

variants.  Already the cab has been released drawing

curtainside trailers, flatbeds and tipper trailers to mention

only a few.  Now we see it with a semi low loader, as 

employed by the Scottish heavy haulage contractor

Cadzow from Blantyre resplendent in the company’s

bright green, red and black colour scheme interspersed

with green, gold and white masking.  It is registered 

KV64 EWU and additional components include four 

roof-mounted spotlights and two roof-mounted beacons

finished in transparent orange.   

NEWFord Cargo Box Van -
Parcelforce
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FCG005   1:76 £12.95

NEWVolvo FH4 (G) Nooteboom Semi Low
Loader - Cadzow Heavy Haulage
                                                 SCALE       PRICE
76VOL4007               1:76  £24.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Mercedes Actros Semi Low
Loader - JCB
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MB010    1:76 £25.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

N SCALE

Land Rover Series 1 - Civil Defence
                                    SCALE       PRICE
NLAN188008  1:148  £4.35

AEC Matador - Royal Artillery
France
                         SCALE       PRICE
NAEC008 1:148  £6.95

Austin Tilly - 9th Survey 
Regiment
                         SCALE       PRICE
NTIL001   1:148  £4.75

NEWChurchill Tank Mk III - 1st Canadian
Army Brigade, Dieppe 1942
                                                    SCALE       PRICE
NCHT002                   1:148  £6.95

Churchill Tank Mk III - 
1st Canadian Army Brigade, Dieppe 1942
Oxford Military enthusiasts will recall this model released

previously in 1:76 scale.  Now, here it is especially for

1:148 collectors in exactly the same level of detail.

The 1st Canadian Army Tank Brigade, later known as the

Canadian Armoured Brigade, was formed in 1941 and

other regiments, including the Calgary Regiment joined it

to form the nucleus of the new Brigade.  It transferred to

England later that year and trained for combat with the

Churchill Tank Mk III before taking part in Operation

Jubilee, the disastrous Dieppe Landing in August 1942.

Our Churchill Tank Mk III commemorates that fateful

campaign with the livery in dark olive green drab with

grey cables, suspension springs, machine guns and tools.

White military lettering on the sides identifies the

Calgary Tank Regiment T68559R presence, while the

Canadian military formation badges on the rear include a

gold maple leaf on a black background incorporating the

Canadian mountain goat. 

Scammell Scarab Van Trailer -
Royal Navy
                         SCALE       PRICE
NRAB010  1:148  £6.45
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWRolls Royce 25/30 -
Thrupp & Maberley Black
                               SCALE       PRICE
43R25003     1:43  £24.95

Rolls-Royce 25/30, Thrupp & Mabberly - Black
Our stately 1:43 scale Rolls-Royce 25/30, dating from the

mid 1930s, makes its third appearance in a gleaming black

colour scheme with tan interior.  The high level of

external trim is finished in silver and chrome, even

extending to the wing mirrors, lined out wheels and

running board.  Registered 464 XUE, the opulent 25/30

model was manufactured over a very short period

between 1936 and 1938 in conjunction with the

prestigious coachbuilders Thrupp & Mabberly, during

which time just over 1200 came off the production line.  

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Rolls Royce Silver Cloud/
Hooper Empress - Brown/Cream
                            SCALE      PRICE
43EMP001  1:43 £24.95

Vauxhall Firenza 1800SL -
Flamenco Red
                  SCALE      PRICE
VF002  1:43 £23.95

Jaguar XK150 Fixed Head Coupé -
Mist Grey
                                   SCALE      PRICE
JAGXK150007 1:43 £23.95

Pink Floral Mini Car
                         SCALE      PRICE
MIN014N 1:43  £7.49

NEW
PACKAGING!
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

AVIATION1:72
SCALE

1955 Buick Century -
Turquoise/Polo White
                                SCALE     PRICE
87BC55001    1:87  £5.95

1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick Up -
Light Blue/White
                                SCALE     PRICE
87CP65001    1:87  £5.95

1:76 SCALE

DH Mosquito FB MKVI
                   SCALE       PRICE
AC014   1:72  £17.95

Fowler BB1 Ploughing Engine
No15222 Bristol Rover &
Living Wagon- Dorset
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FBB002  1:76 £21.95

1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick Up -
Maroon Metallic
                                SCALE     PRICE
87CP65003    1:87  £5.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76DG005XS 1:76 - £229.95 GWR Dean Goods 2534 with Snow Plough DCC Sound

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR142 AR141 AR140 AR139 AR138 AR137

OR763RB001  1:76 - £34.95
Mk 3a Coach RUB BR Blue & Grey M10025

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

LIMITED 

EDITION 
250 PIECES

OR76AR008  1:76 - £199.95
Oxford Diecast 25th Anniversary Set 
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